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1.  Summary and Recommendations

Image analysis represents a powerful tool for measuring morphological properties of asphalt
mixes from exposed cross sections of compacted specimens.  The procedure involves acquiring
digitized images and processing the content by means of various numerical algorithms.  Key
parameters that are of interest to pavement design and that are amenable to measurement by
image analysis include aggregate gradation, asphalt content, air void content, amount of
flat/elongated aggregates and distribution of particle orientations.  Determination of these
properties by standard laboratory tests is time-consuming, costly, often environmentally
undesirable and subject to testing errors.  The objective of this study has been to develop a
comprehensive computer program that can produce these quantities by processing 2-D images of
compacted HMA sections.

As opposed to conventional tests, image analysis is fast, produces repeatable results, and is
environmentally friendly.  The result of our efforts is the computer program ImagePac, which
has been developed specifically for the Hawaii Department of Transportation to assist in the
monitoring of asphalt mix compliance and long-term pavement performance.  With this objective
in mind, focus has been placed on developing a user-friendly software package that requires little
training and a minimum of input, but preserves flexibility by allowing the iterative adjustment of
a number of parameters during processing of the images.  Since the analysis can be carried out at
a fraction of the effort required by traditional means, this allows for much more extensive
monitoring of pavement operations and long-term performance.

This section summarizes the work conducted, presents the principal findings, and makes
recommendations for future studies.  The scientific aspects of the research program are described
in further detail in Section 3 of this report, which constitutes a manuscript that is being submitted
for publication in a peer reviewed journal for dissemination of the research findings.  The
ImagePac code and miscellaneous results from the testing program are included in the
appendices.  The current version of the program is written in Matlab 6.0 and uses the Matlab
Image Analysis Toolbox and the SDC Morphology Toolbox V.0.14.

ImagePac works on rectangular cross sections of compacted HMA specimens that have been
prepared by a laboratory compactor or that have been collected by coring of pavement layers.
The first step is to cut a fresh surface to expose a cross section of asphalt, aggregate and air
voids.  Cutting can be accomplished with a wet saw.  No further surface preparation is
recommended.  In order to image the exposed section, the specimen is placed on a good quality
scanner face down.  Optimal resolution is obtained at 150 dpi.  Higher settings resulted in
significantly larger files and longer processing times, without significant changes in the
computed parameters.

Individual images are read into ImagePac and prepared for processing by trimming and rotating
as necessary.  This is achieved interactively, with the results of each cycle displayed on the
screen for assessment.  The next step involves separating the mix components using two sets of
threshold values to produce binarized images that identify the aggregate and air fractions.  Again,
this is carried out interactively.  After binarization, ImagePac proceeds to separate individual
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particles and air voids and to label each of them.  Two procedures are available to accomplish
this: watershed segmentation and Voronoi diagram separation.

Since the parameters of interest involve mass and volume quantities, it is necessary to
extrapolate the 2-D information obtained from the imaged surface to three dimensions.  Previous
studies have assumed the same proportion of particle and air void sizes in three dimensions as
what is observed on the cut surface.  We found that this tended to under represent smaller
particles.  ImagePac includes a new pseudo 3-D algorithm that results in significantly more
accurate gradation curves.  Air voids are also computed using this approach and air void size
curves could be produced with a few simple modifications to the current code.

In addition to the standard parameters listed at the beginning of this section, ImagePac is able to
characterize a number of aggregate features that are not normally determined but may affect
long-term performance.  These include aggregate orientation, various particle shape descriptors,
and textural measures based on fractal dimensions.  Air voids can be analyzed in much the same
way as particles are, i.e., by means of overall size distribution, spatial distribution and shape
characteristics.

The program was verified by using four sets of specimens provided by the Department of
Transportation.  They included 15 gyratory specimens from the Makakilo and Kapa’a quarries on
Oahu, 8 field cores from the 2002 resurfacing of Kalanianaole Highway, two gyratory specimens
prepared during the mix design phase of the Kalanianaole Highway project, and 5 field cores
from several resurfacing projects of on and off-ramps in the Kaimuki district of Highway H-1.
The samples were provided with their corresponding reference parameters against which the
ImagePac predictions could be compared.

The best correlation was observed for aggregate gradation, followed by asphalt content, air void
content and flat/elongated percentage.  It is surmised that the predictions are actually better than
suggested by the correlation factors, since the reliability of the reference values could not be
stated with certainty.  It is thought that ImagePac carries out accurate and reliable computations
since the algorithms that have been implemented are quite reasonable.

It should be noted that ImagePac was developed to serve as an additional procedure to check
compacted asphalt characteristics, not as the primary means of accomplishing this.  Further
verification using an expanded set of asphalt, aggregate and air characteristics is necessary
before ImagePac can be used on its own with confidence.  It is clear though that ImagePac opens
the door to more extensive quality control of pavements in the field and in the laboratory since it
can be implemented at a fraction of the cost of standard laboratory tests.  It requires no expensive
instrumentation, is environmentally friendly and easy to use.

We recommend that additional verification tests be conducted and refinements implemented in
the code as necessary.  This should include a wider range of aggregate types and gradations, a
larger spectrum of asphalt and air contents, and specimens of different sizes.  Both field and
laboratory specimens should be used.  Where the target parameters are not known accurately, as
perhaps is the case with field specimens, compacted samples should be stripped and the
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necessary quantities determined by conventional means.  Laboratory specimens may be more
useful in this regard since they can be prepared to accurate specifications.

Finally, we recommend that pavement condition surveys include the collection of field cores at
regular distance intervals so that changes in pavement parameters can be documented and
correlated with long-term performance.  Collection of these specimens should begin immediately
following pavement placement and be continued during subsequent surveys.
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2.  Project Contributions: Students, Theses, Publications

2.1 Students

A number of students contributed to the project at various times and were supported partially
with funds from the research grant.  Their work included laboratory testing, analysis, and
preparation of the findings.  The following students made significant contributions:

Curtis T. Nagata:  He developed the first generation of the program, ImagePac 2000.  This
included coding the basic algorithms and verifying the results with a subset of the gyratory
compactor samples referred to earlier.  The worked conducted under this study comprised the
bulk of his M.S. thesis project.  He received a Research Assistantship through this grant for his
efforts.  His thesis is listed below.

Jennifer G. Hirata:  She picked up where Nagata left off and developed the current generation of
the ImagePac program.  Substantial improvements resulted in increased capabilities, user
friendliness, flexibility, and accuracy.  Again, the worked conducted under this study comprised
the bulk of her M.S. thesis project and she received a Research Assistantship through this grant
for her efforts.  Her thesis is listed below.

2.2 Thesis

Two Department of Civil Engineering M.S. theses were completed during the project.  They
were also published as Department technical reports:

Characterization of Hawaii Superpave asphalt concrete using image analysis, M.S. Thesis,
Curtis T. Nagata, 2000 (Department of Civil Engineering Technical Report UHM/CE/00-02, C.
Nagata and H. Brandes).

Characterization of asphaltic concrete using ImagePac 2002, M.S. Thesis, Jennifer G. Hirata,
2002 (Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering Technical Report UHM/CE/03-01, J.
G. Hirata and H. Brandes).

2.3 Publications

In addition to this report, quarterly reports were submitted to the Research Committee throughout
the duration of the project.  The following publication has resulted to date:

Brandes, H. G., Hirata, J. G. and Nagata, C. T. (2003).  An automated image analysis procedure
to evaluate compacted asphalt sections.  Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering, ASCE
(Journal manuscript submitted November 2003).
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3.  Journal Manuscript

An Automated Image Analysis Procedure to Evaluate Compacted Asphalt Sections

Abstract

A new image analysis program is presented to determine morphological and textural properties
of aggregates, asphalt binder and air voids in compacted asphalt mixes.  The procedure involves
scanning cut sections of laboratory or field specimens and estimating volumetric properties based
on a pseudo 3D algorithm.  Properties that are estimated include gradation, asphalt content, air
void content, amount of flat/elongated aggregates, distribution of particle orientations, air void
profiles, and various particle shape and textural measures.  Validation of the code for specimens
for which reference values were available indicates generally good predictions, particularly with
regard to gradation and asphalt content.  The objective of the study has been to develop a robust
procedure that is easy to use, cost efficient, and environmentally friendly for use as an additional
means to determine asphalt characteristics for quality control purposes.

Introduction

Image analysis has seen tremendous development in the past few years.  It has found
application in a large variety of fields, ranging from astronomy and remote sensing, to medicine,
microscopic electronics, biology, mineralogy, and many others.  The versatility and inherent
potential of image analysis derives from the data-rich nature of digital images and the power of
mathematical computation.  Numerical algorithms can be developed to satisfy a wide range of
identification, measurement and processing requirements.  In the material sciences, image
analysis has been used to identify and measure microscopic components in natural and man-
made composites.  This study is concerned with asphalt concrete materials, for which image
analysis is particularly well suited.  More often than not, aggregate, asphalt and air voids are
easily distinguished on the basis of color, brightness, and contrast, particularly when compacted
specimens of hot mix asphalt (HMA) are sliced to expose a cross section of the mix (Figure 1).
Much of the imaging for pavement analysis purposes can be achieved with little or no
magnification, and often, as herein, it requires little more than a good scanner or a camera.

It is therefore somewhat surprising that the use of image analysis in pavement
engineering is a comparatively recent development.  One area that has been the focus of a
number of studies is the measurement and characterization of surface distress features such as
cracks (Koutsopoulos et al., 1993; Acosta et al., 1995; Delagnes and Barba, 1995; Devore et al.,
1995; Chou and Liau, 1996; Bursanescu and Blais, 1997; Shekharan et al., 1998; Cheng et al.,
2001; Wang and Gong, 2002).  These investigations are directed at replacing costly and
subjective manual road surface surveys with automated data recording and processing systems.
Other studies have been directed at morphological aspects of HMA constituents.  Of interest are
aggregate volume and gradation (Fernlund, 1998; Kuo and Freeman, 1998; Rao and Tutumluer,
2000; Nagata and Brandes, 2000; Banta et al., 2001), asphalt binder (Nagata and Brandes, 2000),
and air voids (Obaidat et al., 1998; Masad et al., 1999; Rao and Tutumluer, 2000; Nagata and
Brandes, 2000; Wang, et al., 2001; Masad et al., 2002).  When it comes to aggregate
characteristics, image analysis represents a clearly superior means of assessing non-conventional
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properties such as particle texture, shape and angularity (Li et al., 1993; Brzezicki and
Kasperkiewic, 1999; Kwan et al., 1999; Masad and Button, 2000; Mora and Kwan, 2000;
Fletcher et al., 2002), as well as structural aspects such as aggregate orientation, void
distribution, and segregation of particles and voids (Masad et al., 1998; McCuen et al., 2001;
Wang et al., 2001; Masad et al., 2002; Saadeh et al., 2002).  Attempts have also been made to
gain insight into the mechanical response of HMA by image analysis means (Synolakis et al.,
1996; Braz et al., 1999; Romero and Masad, 2001; Masad et al., 2001; Chen and Liao, 2002).
Although most studies have relied on 2-D images, 3-D x-ray computer tomography (CT) and
similar non-destructive transmission technologies are now available that offer the possibility to
detect and measure features in space (Lee et al., 1992; Kuo et al., 1996; Masad et el., 1999;
Shashidhar, 1999; Lanaro and Tolppanen, 2002).

The impetus for this study has been to develop an automated method to evaluate basic index
and morphological aspects of compacted asphalt sections that can be used to supplement
standard laboratory procedures.  The performance of asphalt pavements clearly depends on these
fundamental characteristics (Kuo and Freeman, 1998; Masad et al., 1998; Rao and Tutumluer,
2000; Fletcher et al., 2002), but many of the current laboratory tests to determine them are
tedious, costly, and environmentally undesirable.  Image analysis promises an alternative that is
fast, produces repeatable results, and can be accomplished with a minimum of operator training.
Of course, the key is an accurate and user-friendly software package.  The ImagePac program
described in this article is an attempt to craft such a tool.  It is being developed for the Hawaii
Department of Transportation to serve as an additional means to monitor compliance of asphalt
pavements with State design criteria.  Results obtained with ImagePac during mix design and
from field cores are being incorporated into a comprehensive pavement database for correlation
with long-term performance.

Image Acquisition

ImagePac is designed to work on compacted HMA specimens such as those produced by a
gyratory compactor or those collected by coring through pavement layers in the field.  The image
to be analyzed is obtained from a cut section such as the one illustrated in Figure 1.  Initially we
experimented with capturing images with a 35 mm camera outfitted with a number of lenses and
with different combinations of lighting, film and exposure.  However, we found that the most
effective method was to place the cut specimen directly on a scanner.  Directly scanning the
surface had the additional advantages that it preserved a 1:1 specimen to image ratio, it provided
for uniform and reproducible lighting, and the process of image acquisition was greatly
simplified and standardized.  Images were digitized using 256 shades of gray at an optimal
resolution of 150 dpi.  Higher image densities did not lead to any appreciable differences in the
subsequent results.

There is a limit to the size of the smallest particles that can be resolved from an image,
depending in part on the level of magnification, the means of capturing the image, and the
quality of the exposed surface.  Slicing of asphalt specimens to expose a fresh cut is typically
accomplished using a wet saw.  This generates friction and heat, resulting in some smearing of
asphalt into voids and across aggregate particles, and therefore reducing the overall contrast
between aggregate, asphalt and voids.  Small particles can be obscured, in some cases beyond
recognition.  Several techniques were tried to remove the smeared asphalt.  These included using
a high-speed belt sander with fine-grit paper, hand sanding with water and a commercial solvent,
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and polishing.  None of these techniques showed any improvements.  Sandblasting was also
tried, and although it was successful in uncovering small particles previously hidden by the
smeared asphalt and in delineating larger particles, it removed many of the smaller particles as
well.  The overall effect on the surface was uncertain.  Also, the process of sandblasting is
difficult to standardize and requires equipment that is not always readily available (Nagata and
Brandes, 2000).  It is possible that better surface preparation techniques may be devised, but they
likely will involve additional steps that may not be desirable for a process that is meant to be
expedient and user-friendly.

The ImagePac Program

ImagePac was conceived to carry out all the computational steps necessary to evaluate a
range of index and morphological properties that are of interest to pavement engineers, including
asphalt content, percent air voids, percent elongated particles, aggregate gradation, aggregate
orientation, and various aggregate textural and shape indices.  An important consideration during
programming was that the software be flexible and user-friendly.  This was accomplished by
allowing for default or user-specified input parameters and by the interactive adjustment of these
values when feasible.  The overall structure of the program is outlined in Figure 2.

The first step involves cropping and rotating the digital image (Figure 3).  Cropping is
necessary when the edges are considered unreliable.  For example, compaction of HMA in a
gyratory compactor often leads to a concentration of air voids along the vertical edges of the
specimen, as is further discussed below.  Also, the top and bottom edges of laboratory and field
cores are usually jagged and may need to be trimmed to avoid inaccuracies, particularly in the
determination of air void content.  The user either relies on default values or inputs rotation angle
and trimming thickness and ImagePac returns the modified image.  Adjustments can be made
until the result is satisfactory.

Once the grayscale image has been trimmed and rotated, the mix components are separated
using multi-threshold binarization.  This consists of first specifying a threshold to distinguish the
aggregate from the combination of asphalt and air voids, and then specifying a different
threshold for distinguishing the air voids from the combination of aggregate and asphalt.  This
leads to two separate black and white images, one in which the aggregate is clearly
distinguishable and the other in which the air voids are evident (Figure 3).  Again, either default
or user-specified threshold values can be provided and the process is carried out interactively
until the resulting image is as desired.

Following this step, individual particles and voids are identified using either a watershed
segmentation algorithm carried out on the grayscale image (Russ, 1995), or by segmentation of
the binarized image using a Voronoi diagram approach (de Berg et al., 2000).  In general, it was
observed that the Voronoi diagram approach, implemented by means of a SKIZ algorithm,
resulted in a more accurate and consistent separation of particles and therefore this method was
used exclusively for the remainder of this study (Figure 4).  The SKIZ procedure creates an
image, known as a Voronoi diagram, consisting of a network of lines that are equidistant from
adjacent objects in the image.  The separation process is repeated a number of times, proceeding
from smaller to larger particles.  Two input parameters are required, a cut length and a
preservation area.  Short cut lengths are used to distinguish between small particles, whereas
larger lengths are used to separate larger adjacent particles.  The preservation area is a cutoff
value such that particles of smaller area are not processed further since they are deemed to have
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been separated completely during earlier iterations of the algorithm.  ImagePac default values for
these parameters are shown in Table 1.  The user also has the option of specifying a separate set
of values in an Excel file.  We found this to be a useful capability to fine-tune the particle
separation process.  This led to better prediction of aggregate gradation.  The same process is
then used to separate air voids (Figure 5).  Separated aggregate particles and air voids are labeled
and the two resulting images are stored for further processing.

The first computed result that the user can request is the gradation curve for the aggregate.
Gradation is determined by considering the volume of all the individual particles in the HMA
specimen.  Bins are established that differ by one pixel in dimension, each to contain the number
of particles of that particular size.  Initially, gradation was calculated assuming that the
distribution of particle areas exposed on the cut surface was indicative of the overall gradation of
the mix.  This turned out to be inaccurate, and a new procedure was devised to approximately
account for 3-D effects (Figure 6).  Masad et al. (1999) report gradation percentages obtained
from image analysis that differ by as much as 20 points from sieve analysis results at aggregate
sizes of 5 mm, but generally good agreement at larger sizes.  Thus a 2-D analysis tends to
underestimate small particles.  Strictly speaking, the 2-D frequency distribution of particle sizes
needs to be weighted properly with respect to the third dimension, something that cannot be
easily accomplished for irregular particle distributions and complex particle shapes.

The pseudo 3-D technique that is implemented in ImagePac can be described with reference
to Figures 7 through 9.  First, each particle is fitted with an ellipse and the length of the major
axis, l, and the length of the minor axis, w, are determined.  The average of these two is
considered the depth d of the particle.  The volume V is estimated by multiplying the area A,
determined from the labeled aggregate image array, by d.  Of course, other ways of estimating
individual particle volume can be considered, but this particular approach worked well in that it
was able to produce gradation curves that closely matched the sieve data for the range of
specimens investigated.  Next, a 2-D slice of width t is considered along the cut surface,
beginning at the left edge of the image (Figure 7).  The depth of this slice in the third dimension,
i.e. z, is also t, where t is equal to the width of the widest particle in the entire image.  It is
assumed that the distribution of particles laying below the left edge of the slice in Figure 7 is
equal to the distribution of particles observed to the right of the left edge, contained within the x-
y slice (Figure 8, which shows a gyratory compacted specimen that has been split to reveal two
perpendicular planes, indeed suggests similar gradations on both surfaces).  The key requirement
here is that aggregate sizes be distributed evenly in all directions.  Using the left edge as a
reference, ImagePac initially scans all the pixels along this edge and keeps a record of the
particles that it encounters (Figure 9). The program then proceeds through the rest of the x-y
slice, checking each particle to see if it was identified during the initial scan.  If it finds a particle
flagged in the initial scan, it is excluded because it was already considered.  If it encounters a
new particle, it adds that particle to the gradation bin of the appropriate size.  After the slice is
analyzed, the left edge is moved one pixel to the right, while maintaining the width at t, and the
process is repeated.  This is continued until the entire cut surface has been analyzed.  A
representative particle diameter is calculated for each bin size as the diameter of an equivalent
sphere of volume V.  Since each bin corresponds to particles of a given volume, the results can
be expressed in terms of a gradation curve by assuming a constant specific gravity for the
aggregate.  The default value is 2.97, but the user has the option of inputting a different quantity.

As already noted, this algorithm was capable of reproducing the gradation of most specimens
quite accurately (Figure 6).  However, it is important to note an important limitation of image
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analysis in predicting gradation curves.  If no magnification is used, as was the case in this study,
the minimum particle size that can be detected with confidence is about 1 mm.  The gradation
curves in Figure 6b have been adjusted to reflect this lower boundary by referencing all weight
percentages to a minimum size of 1mm.  We did attempt to look at cut surfaces of compacted
HMA specimens through a microscope in an attempt to identify smaller particles (Figure 10).  As
shown in Figure 10, it is possible to view sub-1 mm particles at low magnification, but their
measurement and accurate counting becomes difficult to accomplish and requires assembling a
mosaic of many images or applying some suitable statistical method to a subset of images.
Detection and analysis of the size and frequency distribution of particles smaller than 1 mm
constitutes an interesting subject for future research.

Air voids are estimated using the same pseudo 3-D technique used for analyzing the grain
size distribution of the mix, but the analysis is performed on the separated air void image instead
(Figure 5).  Although currently not implemented as a standard feature, ImagePac could produce
an equivalent air void gradation curve with minimal changes to the code.  Also, the program can
be used to calculate distributions of air void content along a given axis, as for example the
vertical air void content profile shown in Figure 11.  Both these features are useful in assessing
the character of air voids in HMA mixes.  Bulk air void content is calculated in the conventional
fashion as the ratio of total air voids to total volume.  Asphalt volume is estimated by subtracting
the air void and aggregate fractions from the total volume.  The mass of asphalt is obtained by
assuming a specific gravity of 1.025, from which the asphalt content follows by dividing by the
total specimen mass.

Superpave defines flat/elongated particles (minimum diameter of 4.5 mm) as those having a
minor to major axis length ratio equal to or greater than 1:3.  ImagePAC reviews the values of l
and w for each aggregate with a representative diameter larger than 4.5.  The percent elongation
is then calculated as the volume of elongated particles divided by the total volume of aggregate
larger than 4.5 mm.  Finally, ImagePac estimates a number of individual particle textural and
shape characteristics that include particle centroid location, orientation, form factor, roundness,
aspect ratio, solidity and fractal dimension.  Shape factors are defined in the Appendix.  A
sample output is given in Table 2.  Orientation refers to the inclination of the major axis relative
to the horizontal.  Knowledge of the distribution of particle orientations in a mix, as illustrated in
Figure 12, is important in assessing different methods of compaction and in studying the
mechanical response of pavement mixes to loading.

Assessment of Computations

Four different sets of samples were used to assess the predictions made by ImagePac.  The
first set consisted of 15 Superpave gyratory compacted (SGC) specimens, containing aggregates
from the Makakilo and Kapa’a quarries on Oahu.  The second set of samples included 8 field
cores with aggregate from the Kapa’a quarry, taken immediately following the July 2002
resurfacing of Kalanianaole Highway in East Honolulu.  The third set consisted of two SGC
specimens prepared during the mix design phase of the Kalanianaole project, and the last one
included 5 field specimens from another resurfacing project covering several on and off-ramps in
the Kaimuki district of Highway H-1 in Honolulu (Makakilo and Halawa quarries).  It should be
noted that in Hawaii aggregate materials are produced by blasting and screening parent basaltic
rock that has been mined from depths below the zone of weathering.  Reference values of index
properties for comparison were provided by the Hawaii Department of Transportation.
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As already pointed out, the gradation predictions made with ImagePac are remarkably close
to the actual gradations obtained from sieve analysis.  This was true for specimens containing
aggregates from any of the quarries considered (Figure 13).  Small steps in the predicted
gradations are due to the finite number of values used with the SKIZ separation algorithm.
Using a larger number of parameters produces a smoother curve.

The asphalt content predicted by ImagePac correlates relatively well with the reference
values (Figure 14).  A correlation coefficient of 0.70 is obtained between the two sets of values.
On the other hand, air voids predicted with ImagePac show a larger departure from the reference
values (Figure 15).  The correlation value is 0.43 for the laboratory specimens, but decreases to
0.26 when field and SGC specimens are combined.  A couple of reasons may be responsible for
the lower agreement.  In the case of the SGC samples, the air void content is quite sensitive to
the amount of trimming that is applied to the borders of the image prior to processing, since, as
noted previously, the gyratory compactor tends to push a larger proportion of air voids toward
the edges of the cylindrical specimen.  Also, target air void amounts are more difficult to achieve
in mixes than asphalt contents, hence the values assumed for reference may not always be
accurate.  This is particularly true in the field.  For example, the Kalanianaole resurfacing project
called for air voids of 6.8% and 7.2%, but ImagePac detected a larger range of values (Figure
15).  In most cases, comparison of the binarized air void images with the physical specimens
indicated a relatively close correspondence in terms of the number, size and distribution of air
voids.  Also, when comparing among the physical field specimens it was apparent that they did
not all have the same amount of air voids.  It is therefore likely that ImagePac detected true
differences in total air void amounts among the various samples.

Reference flat and elongated aggregate data was only available for the first set of 15 SGC
samples.  A value of 3.2 % was determined for the Makakilo aggregate and 5.6% for the Kapa’a
aggregate.  These values were measured on bulk samples of aggregate from the quarries and
hence may not represent the actual amounts present in the subset of material used for preparing
the SGC specimens.  This may be one of the reasons for the rather poor correlation between the
predicted and the references values (Figure 16, correlation coefficient of 0.46).  Another reason
has to do with the inherent limitation of 2-D images to truly represent particles that are highly
skewed.  The percent of elongated particles is typically underrepresented in a 2-D image since
the probability that the major axis lies in the plane being analyzed is low.  Also, the SKIZ
algorithm appears to cut extremely long particles into smaller ones and hence may not be
effective in treating particles with very large aspect ratios.  All of this agrees with the results in
Figure 16, which indicates that ImagePac seems to be predicting less flat and elongated particles
than there really are.  CT or other types of 3-D imaging would appear to represent a better
alternative to evaluate highly non-spherical particles.

By and large though, it is thought that ImagePac carries out accurate computations and that,
with the possible exception of flat and elongated particle content, the predictions are much more
reliable than the correlation factors seem to imply due to a lack of full confidence in the
reference values.  Additional verifications are planned with carefully prepared specimens for
which aggregate and mix properties can be closely controlled.

Concluding Comments

ImagePac was developed to provide a means to determine routine properties of HMA
compacted cross sections in an expeditious, clean and efficient manner.  It is not meant to
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substitute standard tests to determine such properties, but instead is intended to serve as an
additional procedure to check compacted asphalt characteristics.  Additional verification is
necessary, along perhaps with some computational refinements, before ImagePac can take on the
role that we envision as a primary quality control tool for the assessment of pavements in the
laboratory and in the field.  However, we feel that the predictions are quite accurate, particularly
in terms of aggregate gradation, asphalt content, air voids, particle shape and textural properties,
and aggregate orientation.  This reflects a robust algorithm that is also user-friendly, a primary
requirement of the sponsor of this project.
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Appendix – Shape and Texture Definitions

Particle shape can be quantified by any of a number of parameters, each capturing a different
feature.  Of course, none of them is unique and they are all best considered as a group.  The
following parameters have been coded in ImagePac and can be computed for each labeled
aggregate.

Formfactor is the ratio of the square of the circumference of a circle of equivalent area to the
square of the perimeter of the object:

€ 

Formfactor =
4π ⋅ Area
Perimeter2

(1)

A perfectly circular object would have a maximum value equal to 1.  As Formfactor decreases,
the degree of surface irregularity increases.
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Roundness is the ratio of the area of an object to the area of a circle circumscribing the it:

€ 

Roundness =
4 ⋅ Area

π ⋅ Max Diameter2 (2)

Again, a value of 1 indicates a circle and roundness decreases as the object approaches a line.

Aspect Ratio measures the degree of elongation and represents the ratio of the maximum
diameter to the minimum diameter:

€ 

Aspect Ratio =
Max Diameter
Min Diameter

(3)

As before, a circle would have a value equal to 1 and all other objects would have values that
progressively decrease as they become more elongated.

Solidity is the proportion of area contained within a filled convex polygon fitted around the
irregular object:

€ 

Solidity =
Area

Convex Area
(4)

The maximum value is 1.  It decreases as the concavity of the object increases.

Note that those shape parameters that include the perimeter of the object are somewhat
problematic.  The surface of objects in nature is not regular and the degree of irregularity
depends on the scale at which observations are made.  Strictly speaking then, perimeter, and
shape factors that depend on it, should be reported along with the scale of at which they were
determined.  Instead of relying on perimeter, it is more useful to resort to fractal dimensions,
which represent the rate at which the perimeter of an object increases as the measurement scale is
reduced.  ImagePac uses the Minkowski method (Russ, 1995) to calculate the Fractal dimension
of individual particles.  The rougher the surface of the object, the higher the Fractal dimension..
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Table 1.  Default SKIZ parameters for particle separation

Cycle Cut Length (mm) Area (mm2)
1 0.3 2.9
2 0.5 2.9
3 0.7 2.9
4 0.9 14.5
5 0.7 17.3
6 0.9 17.3
7 1.0 31.8
8 1.2 46.2
9 1.4 72.3

10 1.5 72.3
11 1.7 78.0
12 1.9 86.7
13 2.0 95.4
14 2.4 106.9
15 2.6 130.0



Table 2.  Predicted properties of 20 aggregate particles from specimen JC-148A-48A

Particle
No.

Area

(mm2)

Orientation1

(degrees)

Major
axis

length
(mm)

Minor
axis

length
(mm)

Centroid
x-coord2

(mm)

Centroid
y-coord2

(mm)

Form
factor

Roundness Aspect
ratio

Solidity Fractal
dimension

1 40.1 -3.3 11.9 5.3 5.2 3.1 0.28 0.36 2.26 0.73 1.27
4 4.8 89.8 2.9 2.4 1.0 8.7 0.64 0.74 1.21 0.85 0.93
5 1.0 21.2 1.4 1.0 0.9 10.7 - 0.68 1.33 0.85 0.57
6 2.5 78.5 2.0 1.9 1.2 32.8 0.44 0.75 1.09 0.67 0.82
7 80.5 -75.6 14.1 7.7 3.6 42.9 0.55 0.51 1.84 0.89 1.07

10 2.5 46.7 2.0 1.7 1.1 12.9 0.67 0.76 1.20 0.77 0.79
12 1.3 -23.6 2.6 1.0 1.5 19.7 0.35 0.25 2.50 0.61 0.72
15 6.1 30.6 4.3 2.0 2.3 26.6 0.56 0.43 2.08 0.83 0.99
17 5.1 4.0 3.4 2.2 1.7 34.9 0.54 0.57 1.54 0.78 0.96
18 2.2 21.6 2.2 1.5 1.4 52.4 0.45 0.57 1.44 0.72 0.79
20 1.0 -44.3 1.7 0.9 0.8 57.6 0.85 0.39 2.00 0.79 0.58
21 2.6 -46.3 2.9 1.2 1.6 6.7 0.81 0.40 2.43 0.83 0.80
22 5.0 -69.6 22.7 2.4 1.5 15.2 0.74 0.87 1.14 0.87 0.94
23 4.3 31.9 2.9 2.0 1.8 17.7 0.70 0.66 1.42 0.85 0.91
26 2.8 -88.6 2.6 1.7 1.3 23.7 0.69 0.55 1.50 0.78 0.82
28 19.9 8.31 7.0 3.9 4.4 29.1 0.35 0.52 1.78 0.76 1.19
30 2.1 -48.6 2.4 1.7 1.2 49.6 0.48 0.48 1.40 0.60 0.80
45 1.7 43.0 2.4 1.4 1.7 54.6 0.31 0.38 1.75 0.62 0.76
64 1.1 -65.3 1.5 1.0 1.9 48.8 0.77 0.58 1.50 0.80 0.61
72 3.5 -11.6 2.4 1.9 3.2 10.4 0.92 0.79 1.27 0.87 0.85

1relative to horizontal, counterclockwise positive
2origin at upper-left corner of image
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Figure 2. ImagePAC 2002 flowchart.
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Figure 12. Orientations of aggregate major axes in field core JC-148A-48A
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4. Appendix A – ImagePac Program
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Appendix A1. ImagePAC Program Manual

1. Double-click on Matlab 6.0 icon (or select from the list of programs under “Programs”
option under “Start” button).

2. The Matlab screen is divided into 3 boxes.  The command Window is located on the right
side of the screen.  The upper left-hand box is the Workspace Box, which lists the
variables that are currently in use.  The lower left-hand box is the Current Directory Box,
which consists of 2 parts: (1) a drop-down menu from which a file path may be selected
and (2) the files available for use within the specified file path directory.  From the drop-
down menu in the Current Directory Box select the following pathway: c:\Documents
and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\ImagePAC2002.

3. Right-click on the program “ImagePAC2002.m” which will appear among a list of files
in the Current Directory Box window.  Right-clicking on the program will cause a menu
to appear; left-click on the “run” option.  Matlab will begin running the ImagePAC 2002
program.

4. In the Command Window, enter the file name (with the “.tif” extension) of the scanned
asphalt image to be analyzed.  Note: the image must be in tiff format.

5. Enter the number(s) corresponding to the type(s) of output you want ImagePAC 2002 to
perform.

6. Enter the cutoff (i.e., minimum) particle size to be analyzed.

7. Enter the number corresponding to the aggregate separation program you want
ImagePAC 2002 to perform.  We recommend the SKIZ separation program.

8. If the SKIZ separation program is specified, enter the number corresponding to the option
of the SKIZ input parameters you wish to use.  The default parameters are pre-
programmed into ImagePAC 2002.  However, the “ImagePACskiz.xls” file contains
values that can be manipulated by the user in an Excel program and is read by ImagePAC
2002.

9. Specify whether you would like to adjust (crop, rotate, and threshold) the image
automatically without any user inputs.  Enter ’Y’ if you would like the program to
automatically use default values, or ‘N’ if you would like to adjust the image manually.
We recommend manually adjusting the image (‘N’).

10. Image adjustment is divided into 2 parts:  (1) cropping and rotating, and (2) thresholding.
If you would like to manually crop and rotate the image, type “Y”, at the prompt.  If you
would like to use the default values and only wish to manually adjust the thresholds, type
“N”.  We recommend manually cropping the rotating the image (“Y”).
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11. Enter the appropriate values to crop and rotate the image as prompted.

12. You may re-adjust the image by typing “Y” at the prompt.  If the image is adjusted
satisfactorily, type “N”.

13. If you would like to manually threshold the image, type “Y”, at the prompt.  If you would
like to use the default values and only manually cropped and rotated the image, type “N”.
We recommend manually thresholding the image (“Y”).

14. Enter the appropriate values to threshold the air voids and aggregate in the image as
prompted.

15. You may re-adjust the image by typing “Y” at the prompt.  If the image is adjusted
satisfactorily, type “N”.
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Appendix A2. ImagePAC 2002 Code

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%FINAL PROGRAM%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all %Close all open figures
clc %Clear Command Window
clear %Clear all variables

%Set Image Processing Toolbox preferences
iptsetpref('TruesizeWarning', 'off');

%Display title information
disp('ImagePAC 2.0')
disp('Image Pavement Analysis Code')
disp('University of Hawaii at Manoa')
disp('Department of Civil Engineering')
disp('Developed by Curtis Nagata, Jennifer Hirata, & Dr. Horst Brandes');
disp('Revised Fall 2002')
fprintf('\n')

%%%%%%%%% Obtain Grayscale Image%%%%%%%%%%%%
filename=input('Enter filename of image to be analyzed (*.tif):','s');
%filename='c:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\Jennie\gp42a-150.tif';
f=mmreadgray(filename);
figure
mmshow(f);

%Set resolution to 150 dots per inch
dpi=150;

%Scale image if a photo is scanned
sample_width=1;
sample_height=1;
photo_width=1;
photo_height=1;
format
photo_width=sample_width/photo_width;
photo_height=sample_height/photo_height;
conversion_factor=(photo_width+photo_height)/2;
binsize_factor=(conversion_factor/dpi)*25.4;

%Name of airvoids output file
%graynamesave='c:\My Documents\Jennie\zgp42a-150avgreydone.tif';
%graynamesave=input('Enter the filename under which you wish to STORE the output
AIRVOIDS image (*.tif):','s');
graynameprefix='avgreydone';
graynamesave=cat(2,graynameprefix,filename);
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%Name of aggregate separation output file
%bwnamesave='c:\My Documents\Jennie\zp42a-150cleanupsep.tif';
%bwnamesave=input('Enter the filename under which you wish to STORE the output
AGGREGATE SEPARATION image (*.tif):','s');
bwnameprefix='cleanupsep';
bwnamesave=cat(2,bwnameprefix,filename);

%Name of airvoid data output file
%voiddataname='c:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\Jennie\zgp42a-
150voiddata.mat';
%voiddataname=input('Enter the filename under which you wish to STORE the airvoid data
output (*.mat):','s');
sizefilename=size(filename);
removeext=sizefilename(1,2)-3;
filename2=filename(1,1:removeext);
voiddatasuffix='mat';
voiddataname=cat(2,filename2,voiddatasuffix);

%User determines program outputs
fprintf('\n');
disp('Which of the following functions would you like to perform?');
disp('Please enter the numbers of all options that apply (separated by commas).');
disp('1. 3-D Asphalt Content Analysis.');
disp('2. Void Ratio Calculation.');
disp('3. Percent Elongation Analysis');
disp('4. Gradation Analysis');
disp('5. Anisotropy Analysis');
disp('6. Shape Descriptors');
disp('7. Aggregate data table');
disp('8. All of the above');
%disp('The program default is option 8.');
%menu='8';
menu=input('I would like to perform the following: ','s');
fprintf('\n');
%Convert string input into a numeric array
menu=STR2NUM(menu);
%Convert menu array into a 1x8 array with zero placeholders at the end
L=length(menu);
L=8-L;
menu=padarray(menu,[0,L],0,'post');

for j=1:8
    if menu(1,j)==8
        menu=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0];
    else
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    end
end
%cutoff_agg = 30;
cutoff_agg=input('Please enter the particle size cutoff (in mm) for analysis:  ');
cutoff_agg=round(cutoff_agg/0.17);

%User determines separation program
sepoption=2; %default separation is skiz
fprintf('\n');
disp('Which of the following AGGREGATE SEPARATION programs would you like to
perform?');
disp('1. Watershed Separation');
disp('2. Skeletal Influence Zone (SKIZ) separation');
sepoption = input('Please enter the number of the separation program you would like to use:  ');
fprintf('\n');

%Ask user if they want to use an input excel file with skiz parameters
if sepoption==2;

fprintf('\n');
disp('ImagePAC can use the excel file called "ImagePACskiz.xls" to input skiz
parameters.');
disp('Note:  the skiz (skeletal influence zone) parameters affect the "cut" lengths
used in the particle separation routine');
disp('where increasing values of "skiz_run" result in longer "cut" lengths and');
disp('increasing values of "skiz_run_area" control the size of the particles that
remain intact');
disp('1. Use default parameters');
disp('2. Use skiz parameters in ImagePACskiz.xls file');
excelinput=input('Please enter the number of the option you would like to use:  ');
fprintf('\n');
%excelinput=1;

else
end

%Ask user if they want to adjust and threshold the image automatically
auto_response=input('Do you wish to adjust and threshold the image automatically (w/o user
inputs)? (Y/N):','s');
fprintf('\n');
%auto_response='N';
%Flag automatic response
if auto_response=='y'|auto_response=='Y'
    Auto=1; %True
else
    Auto=0; %False
end
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%Threshold image so edges of sample are easy to distinguish 
high=0.20;  %enhance asphalt contrast
low=0.15;
fac=imadjust(f,[low high],[0 1]);
fac=im2bw(fac);  %binarize contrasted image
fac1=mmareaopen(fac,15);  %Remove noise

%Begin border creation
[length,width]=size(fac);

%%%%%%%%%%%%% IMAGE ADJUSTMENT ROUTINE %%%%%%%%%
disp('Image Adjustment Routine');

%initialize cropping variables
beg_width=0;
end_width=0;
beg_length=0;
end_length=0;
adjust_response='N';

while adjust_response=='N'
    switch Auto

%Ask user if they want to adjust image manually
case 0

            adjust_response=input('Do you wish to adjust (crop and rotate) the image
manually? (Y/N):', 's');

%adjust_response='Y';
            if adjust_response=='y' | adjust_response=='Y'
                %Routine to manually crop and rotate the image

while adjust_response=='y'| adjust_response=='Y';
                    %Crop Routine
                    beg_width=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the left

edge?  ');
                    %beg_width=10;
                    end_width=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the right

edge?  ');
                    %end_width=25;
                    end_width = width-end_width;
                    beg_length=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the top

edge?  ');
                    %beg_length=15;
                    end_length=input('How many pixels would you like to crop from the bottom

edge?  ');
                    %end_length=20;
                    end_length=length-end_length;
                    cropfac=imcrop(fac1,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);
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                    figure
                    imshow(cropfac);
                    title('Cropped Image');
                    %Rotate Routine
                    rotation_angle=input('Enter angle in degrees to rotate sample (indicate

negative angle for CW rotation):');
                    %rotation_angle=0;
                    frotate=imrotate(fac1,rotation_angle);
                    frotate=imcrop(frotate,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);
                    figure
                    imshow(frotate);
                    title('Rotated Image');
                    adjust_response = input('Do you want to re-adjust the image?  (Y/N):  ','s');
                    fprintf('\n');
                    %adjust_response='N';

end
                adjust_response='Y'; %to prevent 'while' loop from cycling
            else %if user wants to input threshold but does not want to manually adjust image
                if adjust_response=='n' | adjust_response=='N'
                    adjust_response='N';
                else
                end
                Auto=3;
            end

        case {1, 3}
            %Automatically rotates image
            [label,particles]=bwlabel(fac1,4); %
            Stats1=regionprops(label, 'Orientation'); %Regionprops function returns

approximate ellipse orientation
            rotation_angle=Stats1(1).Orientation %Note:  particle 1 SHOULD be the large

sample mass
if Stats1(1).Orientation>=0;

                frotate=imrotate(fac1,Stats1(1).Orientation);
                %figure
                %imshow(frotate);
                %title('Rotated Image');
            else
                Stats1(1).Orientation=Stats1(1).Orientation*(-1);
                frotate=imrotate(fac1,Stats1(1).Orientation);
                %figure
                %imshow(frotate);
                %title('Rotated Image');
            end
            %Automatically crop image - default algorithm which crops according to the first

white pixel encountered along each edge
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            for x=1:width/4     %Try to find left edge of asphalt; assume the left edge of the
sample should be w/i the left quarter of the image

                for y=1:length
                    if fac1(y,x)~=0&beg_width==0
                        beg_width=x
                    else
                    end
                end
            end
            for x=width:-1:((3/4)*width)    %Try to find right edge of asphalt; assume the

right edge should be w/i the right quarter of the image
                for y=1:length
                    if fac1(y,x)~=0&end_width==0
                        end_width=x
                    else
                    end
                end
            end
            for y=1:length/4     %Try to find top edge of asphalt; assume the top edge of the

sample should be w/i the upper quarter of the image
                for x=1:width
                    if fac1(y,x)~=0&beg_length==0
                        beg_length=y
                    else
                    end
                end
            end
            for y=length:-1:((3/4)*length)     %Try to find bottom edge of asphalt; assume the

bottom edge should be w/i the lower quarter of the image
                for x=1:width
                    if fac1(y,x)~=0&end_length==0
                        end_length=y
                    else
                    end
                end
            end

cropfac=imcrop(frotate,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);
figure
imshow(cropfac);

            title('Cropped image');

            adjust_response='Y'; %to prevent 'while' loop from cycling
            if Auto==3; %allow user to input threshold manually after automatically adjusting

image
                Auto=0;
            else
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            end
    end
end

%%%%%%% THRESHOLDING ROUTINE %%%%%%%%%%%%
disp('Air void and aggregate threshold levels');

thresh_response='N'; %initialize 'while' loop variable
while thresh_response=='N'
    switch Auto
        %Ask user if they want to input an airvoid threshold level manually
        case 0
            thresh_response=input('Do you wish to manually threshold the image (for

airvoids and aggregate)? (Y/N): ','s');
            %thresh_response='N';
            if thresh_response=='y' | thresh_response=='Y'
        %Routine to manually adjust airvoid threshold level
                while thresh_response=='y'| thresh_response=='Y';
                av_threshlv=input('Enter airvoids threshold level (0=white, 256=black):');
                fav=mmthreshad(f,av_threshlv);
%                fav=mmareaclose(fav, 2);
%                fav=mmareaopen(fav,5);
                fav=mmareaopen(fav,10); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%                fav=mmero(fav); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
                figure
                imshow(fav);
                title('Airvoids Threshold');
                %Routine to manually adjust aggregate threshold level
                agg_threshlv=input('Enter aggregate threshold level (0=white, 256=black): ');
                high=input('Enter the high level for contrast:  ');
%                high=0.35;
                low=input('Enter the low level for contrast:  ');
%                low=0.15;
                j=imadjust(f,[low high],[0 1]);
                g=j;
                f_agg=mmthreshad(g,agg_threshlv);
                figure
                imshow(f_agg);
                title('Aggregate Threshold');

    thresh_response = input('Do you want to re-enter threshold levels?  (Y/N):
','s');

                end
                thresh_response='Y'; % to prevent 'while' loop from cycling
            else
                if thresh_response=='n' | thresh_response=='N'
                    thresh_response='N';
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                else
                end
                Auto=3;
            end
        case {1,3}
            %Automatically adjust image to show airvoid threshold level
            av_threshlv=2;

fav=mmthreshad(f,av_threshlv);  %binarize grayscale image to show airvoids
%           fav=mmareaclose(fav,2);
%   fav=mmareaopen(fav,5);  %Remove noise
            fav=mmareaopen(fav,10); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%            fav=mmero(fav); %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure
imshow(fav);

            title('Airvoids Threshold');
            %Automatically adjust image to show aggregate threshold level
            high=0.35;
            low=0.15;
            j=imadjust(f,[low high],[0 1]);
            f=j;
            agg_threshlv=100;
            f_agg=mmthreshad(f,agg_threshlv);
            figure
            imshow(f_agg);
            title('Aggregate Threshold');
            thresh_response='Y';
    end
end

%%%% BEGIN AIR VOIDS GREY SCALE IMAGE PREPARATION %%%%%%%
fprintf('\n');
disp('Begin Air Voids Grey Scale Image Preparation');
fgray=imrotate(fav, rotation_angle);
fgray=imcrop(fgray,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);

fgray=mmneg(fgray);
%figure
%mmshow(fgray);
%title('crop fgray');

%Separate air voids
f1=mmareaclose(fgray,200);
f2=mmsubm(fgray,f1);
%figure
%mmshow(f1);
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%%%%JJJJ changed from dil to ero
sk=mmskiz(mmero(f1,mmsedisk(5)));
f3=mmintersec(f1,mmneg(sk));
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

disp('Voids labeling and measurement beginning');
[void_label, void_particles]=bwlabel(final,4);
imwrite(final, graynamesave, 'tif');
disp('File "avgreydone" saved');

save voiddataname void_label void_particles %save air voids information

%%%%%%%%% AGGREGATE SEPARATION %%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%% Watershed Separation %%%%%%%%%%%
if sepoption == 1;
    watershedloop=0;
    while watershedloop==0;
        disp('Performing WATERSHED SEPARATION');
    hmin=input('Please enter the threshold for suppressing shallow minima (e.g., 50):  ');

watershedgray=mmreadgray(filename);
%figure
%mmshow(watershedgray);
%                high=1;
%                low=85/256;
%                watershedgray=imadjust(watershedgray,[low high],[0 1]);
watershedf=imrotate(watershedgray, rotation_angle);
watershedf=imcrop(watershedf,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);
watershedf=imcomplement(watershedf);
watershedf2=imhmin(watershedf,hmin);
watershedf=watershed(watershedf2);
figure
imshow(watershedf);
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(watershedf));
title('watershed separated image');

imwrite(watershedf, 'morph.tif', 'tiff');
f=imread('morph.tif');
imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff');
%disp('File Saved');
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redowatershed=input('Would you like to use a different threshold minima for the watershed
separation? (Y/N)  ','s');
if redowatershed=='Y'|redowatershed=='y'
    watershedloop=0;
else
    watershedloop=1;
end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SKIZ Separation %%%%%%%%%
elseif sepoption == 2 & excelinput==1;

f=imrotate(f_agg, rotation_angle);
f=imcrop(f,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);

%Remove noise pixels within the aggregates
%f=mmneg(mmareaopen(mmneg(f),10)); %%%%%
f=mmareaclose(f,5);
figure
mmshow(f); %At this point image f is ready for particle separation
title('f image ready for particle sep');

%Set particle separation parameters
skiz_run(1)=2;
skiz_run_area(1)=100;

skiz_run(2)=3;
skiz_run_area(2)=100;

skiz_run(3)=4;
skiz_run_area(3)=100;

skiz_run(4)=5;
skiz_run_area(4)=500;

skiz_run(5)=4;
skiz_run_area(5)=600;

skiz_run(6)=5;
skiz_run_area(6)=600;

skiz_run(7)=6;
skiz_run_area(7)=1100;

skiz_run(8)=7;
skiz_run_area(8)=1600;
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skiz_run(9)=8;
skiz_run_area(9)=2100;

skiz_run(10)=9;
skiz_run_area(10)=2500;

skiz_run(11)=10;
skiz_run_area(11)=2700;

skiz_run(12)=11;
skiz_run_area(12)=3000;

skiz_run(13)=12;
skiz_run_area(13)=3300;

skiz_run(14)=14;
skiz_run_area(14)=3700;

skiz_run(15)=15;
skiz_run_area(15)=4500;

%First run through the algorithm
f1=mmareaopen(f,skiz_run_area(1)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,f1);      % what has been removed to be included later
%figure
%mmshow(f1);

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(f1,mmsedisk(skiz_run(1))));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(f1,mmneg(sk));
%figure
%mmshow(f3);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk2=mmskiz(mmero(f2,mmsedisk(2)));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f2=mmintersec(f2,mmneg(sk2));
%figure
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%mmshow(f2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
%figure
%mmshow(final);

% show them labeled
disp('before');
mmlblshow(mmlabel(f));
title('before separation');
disp('after');
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif', 'tiff');
disp('skiz run 1 completed');

%%%%%%Second to Fifteenth run through the algorithm %%%%%%%%%%%
for j=2:15

f=imread('morph.tif');

f1=mmareaopen(f,skiz_run_area(j)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,f1);      % what has been removed to be included later

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(f1,mmsedisk(skiz_run(j))));

fprintf('skiz run %2.0f\n', j);

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(f1,mmneg(sk));
mmshow(f3);

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif', 'tiff');
end

f=imread('morph.tif');
imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff');
disp('File Saved');
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%figure
%imshow(f);
%title('BW after sep');

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause

%%%%%%%%%%%% SKIZ Separation %%%%%%%%%
elseif sepoption == 2 & excelinput==2;

f=imrotate(f_agg, rotation_angle);
f=imcrop(f,[beg_width,beg_length,end_width,end_length]);

%Remove noise pixels within the aggregates
f=mmareaclose(f,5);
figure
mmshow(f); %At this point image f is ready for particle separation
title('f image ready for particle sep');

clear ans;
xlsread ImagePACskiz.xls
skizparameters=ans;

%First run through the algorithm
f1=mmareaopen(f,skizparameters(1,2)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,f1);      % what has been removed to be included later
%figure
%mmshow(f1);

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(f1,mmsedisk(skizparameters(1,1))));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(f1,mmneg(sk));
%figure
%mmshow(f3);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk2=mmskiz(mmero(f2,mmsedisk(2)));

% use the skiz to cut the connections
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f2=mmintersec(f2,mmneg(sk2));
%figure
%mmshow(f2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
%figure
%mmshow(final);

% show them labeled
disp('before');
mmlblshow(mmlabel(f));
title('before separation');
disp('after');
figure
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif', 'tiff');
disp('skiz run 1 completed');

%%%%%%Second to Fifteenth run through the algorithm%%%%%%%%
for j=2:15

f=imread('morph.tif');

f1=mmareaopen(f,skizparameters(j,2)); % removes small grains
f2=mmsubm(f,f1);      % what has been removed to be included later

% skiz to separate the grains
% the parameter 2 controls the size of the narrow connections to remove
sk=mmskiz(mmero(f1,mmsedisk(skizparameters(j,1))));

fprintf('skiz run %2.0f\n', j);

% use the skiz to cut the connections
f3=mmintersec(f1,mmneg(sk));
mmshow(f3);

% include the small grains removed
final=mmunion(f2,f3);
mmlblshow(mmlabel(final));

imwrite(final, 'morph.tif', 'tiff');
end

f=imread('morph.tif');
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imwrite(f,bwnamesave, 'tiff');
disp('File Saved');

%figure
%imshow(f);
%title('BW after sep');

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause
end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%% GENERAL AGGREGATE ANALYSIS %%%%%%%
%figure
%imshow(f);
%title('f gneral analysis');

%Use 1 mm cutoff for the gradation analysis
cut_off=(1/25.4)*dpi;
cut_off=round(cut_off);

%DEBUGGING ONLY
max_axis=(30/25.4)*dpi;

%Obtain total image area
[length,width]=size(f);
totalarea=length*width;
disp('TOTAL IMAGE AREA ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
fprintf('Area = %2.0f\n', totalarea);
fprintf('\n')

%Analyze total aggregate area
%area=bwarea(f);
%disp('TOTAL AGGREGATE AREA ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
%fprintf('Area = %2.0f\n', area)
%fprintf('\n')

clear label; clear particles;
%Label each of the individual particles
[label,particles]=bwlabel(f,4);
%figure;
%mmlblshow(label);
%title('Aggregate Separation');

%Progress Report:  Particle count completed
fprintf('\n')
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disp('PARTICLE COUNT ANALYSIS COMPLETED');
fprintf('Particle count = %2.0f\n\n', particles);
fprintf('\n')

%Keeping track of air_void particles
particle_max=particles;

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause

%%%Below may only be used if I'm individually tracking the voids to see maybe their location
distribution.
%Progress Report
disp('Adding void "particles" to aggregate.  Please wait.');
particlesaggvoids=particles;
for i=1:void_particles
    particlesaggvoids=particlesaggvoids+1;
    void_index(i)=particlesaggvoids;
end
particlesaggvoids

[end_length,end_width]=size(label);
length=end_length;
width=end_width;

labelaggvoids=label;

for y=1:end_length
for x=1:end_width

if void_label(y,x)~=0
labelaggvoids(y,x)=void_index(void_label(y,x));

        else
        end
    end
end

figure;
mmlblshow(labelaggvoids);
title('Aggregate with Air Voids');

disp('Hit any key to continue');
pause

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Progress Report:  Individual Particle Area Count Beginning
fprintf('\n')
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disp('INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE AREA COUNT BEGINNING');
disp('ANALYSIS MAY TAKE A FEW MINUTES');
fprintf('\n')

%Create structure array for individual particle area, centroid, equivalent diameter, major axis,
minor axis, and orientation
particlestats=regionprops(labelaggvoids, 'Area', 'Centroid', 'EquivDiameter', 'MajorAxisLength',
'MinorAxisLength', 'Orientation', 'Image', 'FilledImage','BoundingBox', 'Solidity');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Progress Report:  Individual particle area count completed
fprintf('\n')
disp('INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE AREA COUNT COMPLETED');
fprintf('\n')

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Begin Aggregate Clean-up
for i=1:particle_max;
    ulx=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(1,1)+0.5;
    uly=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(1,2)+0.5;
    regionwidth=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(1,3);
    regionlength=particlestats(i).BoundingBox(1,4);
    for j=ulx:(ulx+regionwidth-1);
        for k=uly:(uly+regionlength-1);
            if particlestats(i).FilledImage(k-uly+1,j-ulx+1)~=0
                if labelaggvoids(k,j)==0;
                    labelaggvoids(k,j)=i;
                    particlestats(i).Area=particlestats(i).Area+1;
                else
                end
            else
            end
        end
    end
end
figure
mmlblshow(labelaggvoids);
title('Clean Agg + Voids');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%End Aggregate Clean-up

particlesaggvoids=size(particlestats,1);

%Function to round off the depth of each particle
for i=1:particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength=round(particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength);
end
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%Function to round off the depth of each particle
for i=1:particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength=round(particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength);
end

%Function to determine the aggregate with the largest depth
for i=1:particlesaggvoids;
    depth_largest(i)=0;
end
clear i;
for i=1:particlesaggvoids
    depth_largest(i)=(particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength+particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength)/2;
end
clear i;
for i=1:particlesaggvoids;
    depth_largest(i)=round(depth_largest(i));
end
clear i;
deepest_particle=0;
%%%%%JJJJJJJ changed below from particles to particlesaggvoids
for i=1:particlesaggvoids
   if depth_largest(i)>=deepest_particle
      deepest_particle=depth_largest(i);
   deepest_particle_index=i;

else
end

end
clear i;
%Progress Report:
fprintf('\n')
disp('LARGEST DEPTH PARTICLE DETERMINED');
fprintf('\n')

%Function that rounds average diameter to nearest integer
for i=1:particlesaggvoids

particlestats(i).EquivDiameter=round(particlestats(i).EquivDiameter);
end
clear i;
%Calculate average particle volume (of equivalent cylinder)
for i=1:particlesaggvoids
    particlestats(i).average_volume=particlestats(i).Area*particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength;
end
clear i;
%Determine widest particle (in the horizontal direction)
widest_particle=0;
for i=1:particles;
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    horiz_width(i)=cos(particlestats(i).Orientation);
    horiz_width(i)=particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength*horiz_width(i);
    if horiz_width(i)>=widest_particle;
        widest_particle=round(horiz_width(i));
        widest_particle_index=i;
    else
    end
end
clear i;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3-D General Analysis%%%%%%%%
begin=1; %Start
at left edge
ac_vol_horiz=0;

end_depth=begin+widest_particle-1;

for i=1:particlesaggvoids %Initialize
slice_length array
   slice_volume(i)=2;
%   particlestats(i).initial_volume=particlestats(i).average_volume;
%   particlestats(i).ex_average_volume=0;
end
clear i;
for i=1:particlesaggvoids
    number_of_particles(i)=2;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

clear i;
right_edge=2*widest_particle; %Special considerations for the last section
of pavement for which

%it
does not extend therefore no additional 3D information can be obtained.

for i=1:(right_edge-widest_particle) %Special considerations for right edge depth
extrapolation
   i %Display current status
   end_index=width-widest_particle %end i
   clear edge_discount; %Reset array for new surface
edge
   m=1;
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
   previous=999999; %meaningless
number
   for k=1:length
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       %%%%%Discount edge particles
      if labelaggvoids(k,i)~=previous %& labelaggvoids(k,i)~=0
         edge_discount(m)=labelaggvoids(k,i);
         previous=labelaggvoids(k,i);
         m=m+1;
      else
      end
   end
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
   previous=1;

   for j=begin:end_depth %Begin 3D Extraction of 2D data
      for k=1:length
         p=labelaggvoids(k,j);
         if p~=0
             n=find(p==edge_discount); %Checks if current particle is an edge

particle
            check=isempty(n);
      if check==1 %particle is NOT an edge particle
        if p==previous %particle is part of previous particle
               slice_volume(previous)=slice_volume(previous)+2;
        elseif p~=previous %particle is a new particle
                    number_of_particles(previous)=number_of_particles(previous)+2;
               

particlestats(previous).average_volume=particlestats(previous).average_volume+
2*slice_volume(previous);

               slice_volume(previous)=0;
               slice_volume(p)=2;
               previous=p;
                end
             else %else indicates that the particle is an edge particle
             end
       else %else indicates that the particle is a 0 = asphalt
            if k>=beg_length&k<=end_length&j>=beg_width&j<=end_width
               ac_vol_horiz=ac_vol_horiz+1; %%%%% In deleted loop, +2 instead of +1
            else
            end
         end
      end
   end
   begin=begin+1;
   end_depth=begin+widest_particle-1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:particlesaggvoids %Initialize
slice_length array
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   slice_volume(i)=1;
end
for i= widest_particle:(width-widest_particle-1) %Special considerations for
right edge depth extrapolation
   i %Display current status
   end_index=width-widest_particle %end i
   clear edge_discount; %Reset array for new surface
edge
   m=1;
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
   previous=999999; %meaningless
number
   for k=1:length
       %%%% %Discount edge particles
      if labelaggvoids(k,i)~=previous %& labelaggvoids(k,i)~=0
         edge_discount(m)=labelaggvoids(k,i);
         previous=labelaggvoids(k,i);
         m=m+1;
      else
      end
   end
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
   previous=1;

   for j=begin:end_depth %Begin 3D Extraction of 2D data
      for k=1:length
         p=labelaggvoids(k,j);
         if p~=0
             n=find(p==edge_discount); %Checks if current particle is an edge particle
            check=isempty(n);
      if check==1
        if p==previous
               slice_volume(previous)=slice_volume(previous)+1;
        elseif p~=previous
                    number_of_particles(previous)=number_of_particles(previous)+1;
               

particlestats(previous).average_volume=particlestats(previous).average_volume+slice_vo
lume(previous);
               slice_volume(previous)=0;
               slice_volume(p)=1;
               previous=p;
                end
             else %else indicates that the particle is an edge particle
             end
       else %else indicates that the particle is a 0 = asphalt
            if k>=beg_length&k<=end_length&j>=beg_width&j<=end_width
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               ac_vol_horiz=ac_vol_horiz+1; %%%%% In deleted loop, +2 instead of +1
            else
            end
         end
      end
   end
   begin=begin+1;
   end_depth=begin+widest_particle-1;
end

%Function to calculate total average volume for gradation analysis

total_average_volume=0;

% output_format=2;
% if output_format==2

for j=1:particle_max
               if particlestats(j).EquivDiameter>=cut_off
                  total_average_volume=total_average_volume+particlestats(j).average_volume;
               else

end
end

  % end
        totalaggvol=0;

    for j=1:particle_max
                totalaggvol=totalaggvol+particlestats(j).average_volume;
            end

m=1;
done=0;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OUTPUT MENU OPTIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%disp('Hit any key to continue with output selections');
%pause
%Perform output option from user inputted menu array
for j=1:8

%%%3D EXTRAPOLATION OF ASPHALT IN THE HORIZONTAL DIRECTION%
    if menu(1,j)==1 | menu(1,j)==8

        %Function to evaluate the asphalt content of the sample
asphalt3D_mass=ac_vol_horiz*1.025;
aggregate3D_mass=totalaggvol*2.968;
total_slice_mass=asphalt3D_mass+aggregate3D_mass;
asphalt3D_content=(asphalt3D_mass/total_slice_mass)*100;
fprintf('3D AC Content= %2.2f\n', asphalt3D_content);
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fprintf('\n')

        disp('finished 3-D analysis');
%        disp('Hit any key to continue');
%        pause

 %%%%%%%%%%%%%% VOID RATIO CALCULATION %%%%%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==2 | menu(1,j)==8
voidpix= imread(graynamesave);
voidpix = mmlabel(voidpix);
mmlblshow(voidpix);
clear i, j, k;
j=1;
k=1;
for i=1:end_length;
    if voidpix(i,1) ~=0;
        lt_edge_particles(1,j)=voidpix(i,1);
        j=j+1;

else
    end
    if voidpix(i,end_width) ~=0;
        rt_edge_particles(1,k)=voidpix(i,end_width);
        k=k+1;
    else
    end
end
clear i, j, k;
j=1;
k=1;
for i=1:end_width;
    if voidpix(1,i) ~=0;
        top_edge_particles(1,j)=voidpix(1,i);
        j=j+1;

else
    end
    if voidpix(end_length,i) ~=0;
        bot_edge_particles(1,k)=voidpix(end_length,i);
        k=k+1;
    else
    end
end

clear i;
clear n;

%Volume of air voids measured in the horizontal scan
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horiz_av_vol=0;
for i=particle_max:particlesaggvoids;

nL=find(i==lt_edge_particles); %Checks if current particle is an edge particle
    nR=find(i==rt_edge_particles);
    nT=find(i==top_edge_particles);
    nB=find(i==bot_edge_particles);
    n=cat(2,nL,nR,nT,nB);
    check=isempty(n);

 if check==1;  %Not edge particle and particle is larger than 30 dpi
             horiz_av_vol=horiz_av_vol+particlestats(i).average_volume;
         else %Discount edge particles and small particles
         end
 end

percent_voids=(horiz_av_vol/(width*length*widest_particle))*100;
%adjust for dpi and direction of scan

%Progress Report:  percent air voids calculated
disp('VOID PERCENTAGE CALCULATED');
fprintf('Void Percentage= %2.2f\n', percent_voids);
fprintf('\n')

%        disp('Hit any key to continue');
%        pause

%%%%%%%%%%%% PERCENT ELONGATION ANALYSIS %%%%%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==3 | menu(1,j)==8

%Function to choose the longest major axis of the vertical, horizontal, and
diagonal directions
for j=1:particles

           elongation_check_index(j)=0;
end

for j=1:particles

elongation_check_index(j)=particlestats(j).MajorAxisLength/particlestats(j).MinorAxisLength;
        end

%Flat/Elongated particle content calculation
elongated_volume=0;
total_elongated_volume=0;
total_coarse_vol=0;
for i=1:particles

           if particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength>=(4.72/25.4)*dpi
              total_coarse_vol=total_coarse_vol+particlestats(i).average_volume;
           else
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           end

           if elongation_check_index(i)>=3.0
              if particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength>=(4.72/25.4)*dpi
                 elongated_volume=elongated_volume+particlestats(i).average_volume;
              else
              end
           else
           end

end

percent_elong=(elongated_volume/total_coarse_vol)*100;

%Progress Report:  Flat/Elongated particles calculated
disp('FLAT/ELONGATED PARTICLES CALCULATED');
fprintf('Flat/Elongated Particle Percentage = %2.2f\n', percent_elong);
fprintf('\n')

 %       disp('Hit any key to continue');
 %       pause

%%%%%%%%VOLUMETRIC GRADATION CURVE CALCULATIONS%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==4 | menu(1,j)==8

        %Function to determine AVERAGE aggregate diameter maximum bin size
max_avg_binsize=0;
for j=1:particle_max

          if particlestats(j).EquivDiameter>=max_avg_binsize
                max_avg_binsize=particlestats(j).EquivDiameter;
           else

end
end

%Function to initialize grad variable for AVERAGE MAJOR AXIS length
clear binsize;
for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-1:1

           average_gradation(1,binsize)=0;     % Number of particles
           average_gradation(2,binsize)=0; % Percentage of occurance
           average_gradation(3,binsize)=0; % Cumulative volume of total particles
           average_gradation(4,binsize)=0; % Representative particle volumes     
           average_gradation(5,binsize)=0; % Percentage of total volume
           average_gradation(6,binsize)=0; % Adjusted number or particles within

 perspective volume
           average_gradation(7,binsize)=0; % Adjusted binsize volumes
           average_gradation(8,binsize)=0;  % Adjusted cumulative volume passing
           average_gradation(9,binsize)=0; % Adjusted cumulative percentage passing
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           average_gradation(10,binsize)=0; % Binsize in mm
temp(binsize)=0;

end

%Function to measure the perimeter of each of the aggregates
perim=bwperim(f,8);

for i=1:particles
           particlestats(i).perimeter=0;

end

for x=1:width
           for y=1:length
              if perim(y,x)==1
                 particlestats(label(y,x)).perimeter=particlestats(label(y,x)).perimeter+1;
              else
              end
           end

end

%Function to create gradation curve based upon AVERAGE axis length
%Assume initial increments of 1
clear binsize;

        particle_3Dmax=0;
        for i=1:particles;
            particle_3Dmax=particle_3Dmax+number_of_particles(i);
        end

for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-1:cut_off
for j=1:particle_max

           if particlestats(j).EquivDiameter==binsize

average_gradation(1,binsize)=average_gradation(1,binsize)+1*(number_of_particles(j));

average_gradation(3,binsize)=average_gradation(3,binsize)+particlestats(j).average_volume;
else
end
end
average_gradation(2,binsize)=(average_gradation(1,binsize)/particle_3Dmax)*100;
frequency_distribution(binsize)=average_gradation(1,binsize);
end

%Function to calculate "representative" average particle volumes for each binsize
for binsize=cut_off:max_avg_binsize

           if average_gradation(1,binsize)~=0
           average_gradation(4,binsize)=average_gradation(3,binsize)/average_gradation(1,
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binsize);
else

           average_gradation(4,binsize)=0;
end

end

%Function to calculate percentage of total particles by volume
for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-1:cut_off

           average_gradation(5,binsize)=(average_gradation(3,binsize)/total_average_volume)*100;
           percent_volume(binsize)=average_gradation(5,binsize);

end

%Progress Report:  Analysis of average aggregate diameter completed
fprintf('\n')
disp('ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE AGGREGATE DIAMETER FOR

GRADATION CURVE COMPLETED');
fprintf('\n')

%Function to plot frequency distribution on a new figure
clear binsize;
figure;

x=[1:max_avg_binsize]*binsize_factor;
plot(x,frequency_distribution);
title('Frequency Distribution - FERET DIAMETER');
xlabel('Grain Size D(mm)');
ylabel('Number of Particles');
grid

%Function to plot percent by volume on a new figure
clear binsize;
figure;
x=[1:max_avg_binsize]*binsize_factor;
bar(x,percent_volume);
title('Percentage of Total Aggregate Volume - FERET DIAMETER');
xlabel('Grain Size D(mm)');
ylabel('Percentage of Total Aggregate Volume');
grid

%Function to create gradation curve based upon AVERAGE axis length
%Assume initial increments of 1
clear binsize;
average_gradation(8,1)=average_gradation(3,1);
for binsize=cut_off:max_avg_binsize

           average_gradation(8,binsize)=average_gradation(8,binsize-
1)+average_gradation(3,binsize);
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end
for binsize=cut_off:max_avg_binsize

           average_gradation(9,binsize)=(average_gradation(8,binsize)/total_average_volume)*100;
           graddata(binsize,1)=average_gradation(9,binsize);

end

for binsize=1:max_avg_binsize
           average_gradation(10,binsize)=binsize*binsize_factor;

end

%Function to add the binsize in millimeters into excel file
for binsize=max_avg_binsize:-1:1

           graddata(binsize,2)=(binsize*binsize_factor);
end

max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+1;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,1)=100;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=25;
max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+1;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,1)=100;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=37.5;
max_avg_binsize=max_avg_binsize+1;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,1)=100;
graddata(max_avg_binsize,2)=50;

%Function that saves the data into excel.dat
save graddata.xls graddata -ascii -double -tabs

%Progress Report:  Gradation curve completed
fprintf('\n')
disp('GRADATION CURVES COMPLETED');
fprintf('\n')
fprintf('\n');
disp('The data has been saved in the graddata file');

 %       disp('Hit any key to continue');
 %       pause

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ANISOTROPY ANALYSIS %%%%%%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==5 | menu(1,j)==8;
colorsep= imread('morph.tif');
colorsep = mmlabel(colorsep);
mmlblshow(colorsep);
clear i, j, k;
j=1;
k=1;
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for i=1:end_length;
    if colorsep(i,1) ~=0;
        lt_edge_particles(1,j)=colorsep(i,1);
        j=j+1;

else
    end
    if colorsep(i,end_width) ~=0;
        rt_edge_particles(1,k)=colorsep(i,end_width);
        k=k+1;
    else
    end
end
clear i, j, k;
j=1;
k=1;
for i=1:end_width;
    if colorsep(1,i) ~=0;
        top_edge_particles(1,j)=colorsep(1,i);
        j=j+1;

else
    end
    if colorsep(end_length,i) ~=0;
        bot_edge_particles(1,k)=colorsep(end_length,i);
        k=k+1;
    else
    end
end

clear i;
clear n;
clear q;
q=0;
for i=1:particles;

nL=find(i==lt_edge_particles); %Checks if current particle is an edge particle
    nR=find(i==rt_edge_particles);
    nT=find(i==top_edge_particles);
    nB=find(i==bot_edge_particles);
    n=cat(2,nL,nR,nT,nB);
    check=isempty(n);
if check==1&particlestats(i).Area>cutoff_agg;  %Not edge particle and particle is larger than 30
dpi
             q=q+1;
             Orientation(q)=particlestats(i).Orientation;
         else %Discount edge particles and small particles
         end
 end
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 for i=1:q;
     particlestatstheta(i)=Orientation(i)*pi/180;
 end
 figure
 rosette=rose(particlestatstheta,360);
title('Rosette Diagram of Particle Orientation');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% SHAPE DESCRIPTORS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==6 | menu(1,j)==8
%         particleshape=regionprops(labelaggvoids,'FilledImage','BoundingBox', 'Solidity');
         for i=1:particles;
             particlestats(i).perimeter=bwperim(particlestats(i).FilledImage);
         end
         for j=1:particles;
             particlestats(j).meas_perimeter=bwarea(particlestats(j).perimeter);
         end

        for i=1:particles;
            if particlestats(i).Area>=cutoff_agg
                %Form Factor
                numeratorformfactor=4*pi*(particlestats(i).Area);
                denominatorformfactor=(particlestats(i).meas_perimeter)^2;
                particlestats(i).formfactor=(numeratorformfactor/denominatorformfactor);
                %Roundness

particlestats(i).roundness=(4*particlestats(i).Area)/(pi*particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength^2);
                %Aspect Ratio

particlestats(i).aspectratio=particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength/particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength;
                %Solidity
                particlestats(i).Solidity;
                %Minkowski Fractal Dimension
                particlestats(i).FilledImagePad=padarray(particlestats(i).FilledImage,[30,30],

'both');
                particlestats(i).Fractal_Dimension=mmfractal(particlestats(i).FilledImagePad,[5:15],
'noplot');
                %FFT of texture
%                grayimage = mmreadgray(filename);
%                figure;
%                mmshow(grayimage);
%                title('fft grayimage');
%                particlestats(i).grayimagecrop = imcrop(grayimage, [particlestats(i).BoundingBox]);
%                particlestats(i).fft=fft(particlestats(i).grayimagecrop);
            else
            end
        end
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%%%%%%%%%%% TABLE OF PARTICLE CHARACTERISTICS %%%%%%%
    elseif menu(1,j)==7 | menu(1,j)==8

j=1;
for i = 1:particles

            if particlestats(i).Area>=cutoff_agg;
                aggregatedata(j,1) = [j];
                aggregatedata(j,2) = [i];
                aggregatedata(j,3) = [particlestats(i).Area];
                aggregatedata(j,4) = [particlestats(i).Orientation];
                aggregatedata(j,5) = [particlestats(i).MajorAxisLength];
                aggregatedata(j,6) = [particlestats(i).MinorAxisLength];
                aggregatedata(j,7) = [particlestats(i).Centroid(1,1)];
                aggregatedata(j,8) = [particlestats(i).Centroid(1,2)];
                aggregatedata(j,9) = [particlestats(i).formfactor];
                aggregatedata(j,10) = [particlestats(i).roundness];
                aggregatedata(j,11) = [particlestats(i).aspectratio];
                aggregatedata(j,12) = [particlestats(i).Solidity];
                aggregatedata(j,13) = [particlestats(i).Fractal_Dimension];

                j=j+1;
            else
            end

end

        save aggregatedata.xls aggregatedata -ascii -tabs

        aggdataheader={'No. particles','Particle #','Area','Orientation','Major Axis','Minor
Axis','Centroid X','Centroid Y', 'form factor', 'roundness', 'aspect ratio', 'solidity','Fractal
Dimension'};
        aggdatatable=num2cell(aggregatedata);
        aggregatetable=[aggdataheader;aggdatatable];

%%%%%%%%%
save variables;

        disp('Program finished');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    end
end
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5. Appendix B – Grain Size Distributions
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Figure B.1. GP42A-150 Grain Size Distribution 
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Figure B.2. GP42B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.3. GP47A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.4. GP47B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.5. GP47C-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.6. GP50A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.7. GP50B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.8. GP52A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.9. GP52B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.10. HB57A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.11. HB57B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.12. HB62A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.13. HB62B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.14. HB67A-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.15. HB67B-150 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.16. JC-148A-48A Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.17. JC-148A-48B Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.18. JC-148A-48C Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.19. JC66A12-A1 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.20. JC66A12-B1 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.21. JC66A12-C1 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.22. JC68A14-A1 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.23. JC68A14-B1 Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.24. GP61A-KAL Grain Size Distribution
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Figure B.25. GP61B-KAL Grain Size Distribution
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6. Appendix C – Laboratory Gradation Reference Data
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Table C1. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Calibration Samples

Reference grain size distribution for samples from Grace Pacific (GP) Quarry
(Samples GP42A-150 – GP52B-150)

Sieve Size
(mm)

% Passing

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 71
9.5 51.7

4.75 29.5
2.36 12.1
1.18 0.3

Reference grain size distribution for samples from Hawaiian Bitumals (HB) Quarry
(Samples HB57A-150 – HB67B-150)

Sieve Size
(mm)

% Passing

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 87
9.5 64.6

4.75 30
2.36 12.5
1.18 0.3
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Table C2. Gradation Curve Reference Data For Kalanianaole Lab Samples

Sieve Size
(mm)

% Passing

50 100
37.5 100
25 100
19 100

12.5 87.5
9.5 66.3

4.75 47.2
2.36 21.7
1.18 2.0


